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Date Monday, May 04, 2020
To His Worship the Mayor and Members of City Council
First Name Elaine
Last Name Diadyk
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Spadina Cres. E.
City Saskatoon
Province Saskatchewan
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Subject Traffic abuses on Spadina Cres. E. ( 33rd St. & North on Spadina )
Meeting (if known) May 4 Traffic Meeting
Comments
Hello, Regarding the Star Phoenix's May 02, 2020 article regarding the traffic abuses on Spadina E.
There was only mention of City Park's suffering, no mention of the years North Park has suffered
also. I have complained 'for years' to the Police and City Hall regarding this. I even went to the City's
meetings in North Park, That was a waste of time. All they did was place a speed limit sigh on
Spadina north of 33rd St. I asked for cameras, speed bumps, they can't put a sound wall here!
I have complained ad nausium to the police. They catch speeders by the Circle Dr. bridge on
Spadina. But I keep telling them that doesn't help us near 33rd St. There is blatant abuse by these
gangs of kids that travel in packs. I know that they just laugh at us because they have ruled here for
years and I would guess never get tickets because they merely become more and more brazen as
the 'years' go by.
Some of the vehicles are incredibly loud: cars, trucks and motorcycles, cruisers and sport bikes. They
drag race at 33rd going north on Spadina. That's if they actually stop at the stop sign! The bikes stunt,
etc. These rude people go back and forth ad nausium, 24/7. Even in winter they do burn outs at 33rd!
A couple of weeks ago that gang had 100 cars that lined up and went past my house and each one
did a burnout at 33rd going south! Other times they literally use both lanes on Spadina going north to
drag race in pairs! They were easily going at least 100 km! The City/Police don't seem to have any
safety issue concerns regarding these occurrences. Then they hit the brakes if someone is crossing
Spadina at Oxford St.
The second traffic abuse comes from the City itself. Spadina E. has become the City's industrial road,
no longer a residential road. You name it I have seen it, cranes, suspended flatbeds, huge trucks with
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a little green pup trailer, garbage trucks, recycle truck, city half tons, tractors, lawn mowers, etc. There
is no way these are all working in North Park all the time! Some of these vehicles are so loud, and
they go back and forth too. Some of them also speed. What is wrong with Warman Road? It is four
lanes, they even have a sound wall there!
Spadina E. needs at the very least to have a reduced speed limit. This is a residential street, no more
than 40 km. There should be cameras, they will pay for themselves. There should also be speed
bumps. There needs to be respect for all us residents that have suffered for years in this area.
Thank you,
Elaine Dziadyk
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